
When one thinks of eating in Kochi, the first thing that 
comes to mind is most likely Katsuo (Bonito). Everyone 
knows that it’s possible to enjoy smoked Katsuo in 
Kochi;and who is not familiar with the famous pastry - 
Boshi Pan (Hat Bread)? But did you know that also 
famous in Kochi is a delicious variety of Ramen? 
Nabeyaki Ramen is a delicacy that alone is worth the 

trip to this part of Japan. And we 
know just the place to try this 
dish : Chiaki, not far from Kochi 
Station. Made with a chicken 
stock and soy sauce soup base, 
the ramen is garnished with 
Chikuwa (fish cake) and spring 
onions and egg, Perhaps most 
characteristic, though, is the 
earthenware pot in which the 
ramen is served; keeping the dish 
especially hot - even for a fresh 
bowl of Ramen. This may sound 
simple; but, once you have tried 
Chiaki’s take on Nabeyaki 
Ramen, you may find yourself 
skipping the Katsuo and return-
ing for another bowl !

column

What I have to feature as a theme for this column 
is “Corona”… I can’t ignore it. 
The pandemic world we are living through right now, 
who could have imagined the present situation just one 
year ago. I survived the first 5 months a bit depressed 
and out of sorts everyday; but, from Sumer though the 
present, there have been any number of things that I 
could identify positively in my life. We are wearing 
masks all the time so you can eat whatever you want. 
Before everybody was afraid to eat gyoza or garlic spicy 
ramen for lunch, your mouth would smell of garlic all 
day long, but masks have solved this problem. Also 
remote working is helpful for less clothes, washing if 
you are OK, you can wear PJ's all day long while you are 
working in the house. For a woman, going without 
makeup might be very healthy for the skin.However 
what Teacher K realized  is that accepting a new life 
style  is possible without changing too much - even 
while remote working. I still want to dress up and go 
out, and enjoy meeting up with my friends.
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Japanese sweets are beautiful. This is the best way 
to express the nature of “WAGASHI” (Japanese 
sweets). There are several kinda of Japanese sweets, 
but the most elegant one is called “Jonamagashi”. 
Jonamagashi is colorful and shaped differently for 
each season; it's a very sophisticated sweet noted for 
the craftsmanship involved in its making . Spring is 
Sakura (cherry blossom) Summer is morning glory, 
Autumn is maple leaf and Winter is camellia etc.. 
These are beautiful seasonal expressions.I have a 
Japanese sweet shop that I often goto  near my 
house. It is “IKKOAN” in Myogadani and is located on 
a side street. IKKOAN is tucked away but you will 
notice the shop's old-school Japanese style store 
front. In the present season you may enjoy “warabi-
mochi”, they are not selling this treat during the 
Summer season. Sesoanl alcohol jelly is also a highly 
individual sweet, in the Summer was Sake and 
Autumn is whiskey while Winter will be wine. I would 
like to eat this precious sweet.
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Omiyage : Instant Ramen

Nabeyaki Ramen Chiaki in 
Kochi - served in an 
earthenware pot with egg, 
chikuwa and spring onion. 

IKKOAN 一幸庵
5-3-15 Koishikawa, 
Bukyo-ku, Tokyo
Tel: 03-5684-6591


